Abstract
Introduction
Transportation plays an important role in supporting the implementation of various activities, such as economic activity, industry, tourism, etc. The transportation problem is a very big challenge for the Indonesian Government, especially the problem of traffic congestion. Bali is one of the vulnerable areas to congestion because Bali is known as a tourism area. The arrival of foreign tourists to Bali in the year of 2011 reached 2.576.142 peoples, the number of foreign tourists to Bali in the year of 2011 increased by 9.73% compared to the year of 2010 [1] . Vehicle density in Bali is also a cause of traffic congestion. Based on survey results from Statistics Central Agency of Bali Province in the year of 2011 there were 3.531.824 vehicles in the Regional of Bali [2] . Public transportation service in Bali also very less, as a result of the use of private vehicles increased to 91.20% with an increase of 10.89% per year, while the road infrastructure climbed 1.99% per year [3] . The government of Bali Province address these issues by providing an accountable public transport, specifically the area of SARBAGITA (Denpasar, Badung, Gianyar, and Tabanan) with Bus Trans Sarbagita.
In daily operation of Bus Trans Sarbagita, the movement of buses is affected by different uncertain conditions as the day progresses, such as traffic congestion, unexpected delays, and incidents. Many passengers are often late to work, students are late for classes because they decide to wait for the bus instead of just simply using an alternate transportation. A variable message sign showing arrival time of the bus could reduce the anxiety of passengers waiting for the bus. Disseminating arrival time information through other interfaces such as smartphone could make the public transit system more user-friendly and thus increase its competitiveness among various transportation modes. With the advent of GPS and the ubiquitous cellular network, real time vehicle tracking for better transport management has become possible. The increased waiting time and the uncertainty in bus arrival make public transport system unattractive for passengers. A Real-Time Trans Bus Tracking and Passenger Information System can help solve this problem, by providing service to track the locations of buses in real time and uses this information to generate predictions of bus arrivals at stops along the route. When this information is disseminated to passengers, they can spend their time efficiently and reach the bus stop just before the bus arrives, or take the alternate if the bus delayed. They can even plan their journeys long before they actually undertake them. This will make the public transport system competitive and passenger-friendly. The use of private vehicle slowly reducing and if more people used public transit vehicles it could reduce traffic congestion and pollution.
Real Time Trans Bus Tracking And Passenger Information developed using Hybrid Application Technology (Cross Platform), based on the web and mobile application. Its development using HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript that run within a single application on a smartphone and work on different operating systems (Android, iOS, Windows Phone, and etc) with the same language [4] . This system will enable to obtain GPS data from the bus locations using Mobile GPS from Operator's Smartphone in Bus. GPS data displayed in Geographic Information System (GIS), that integrated with Google Maps API and Web Service.
Related Research
Research, journals, and literature on E-Tracking has been widely discussed in academic circles. Real-time tracking and vehicle management have been an area of interest for researchers. Development of E-Tracking system also helped evolve the rapid technological developments. There are many choices of tools that can be used to develop the E-Tracking system. This paper presents a review of relevant literature, focusing especially on user response to public transport information. A number of studies have been initiated in the past to address the bus arrival time prediction problem.
Shinde et al. designed an E-City Bus Tracking System. E-City Bus Tracking System serve as a viable notification system, that effectively assist passengers in making the decision of whether to wait for the bus or not. This system is a standalone system designed to display the real-time location(s) of the buses with the use of GSM module technology. The system consists of an IR transmitter module installed on the buses, receiver boards installed on the bus stops and GSM Receiver connected with PC monitoring the whole arrangement. The system has passenger information system software installed at the bus stops which provides the user relevant information regarding all the bus numbers going for his source to destination along with the route details, overall system components can be seen in Figure 1 [5] .
Figure 1. Components of E-City Bus Tracking System
Tracking System Bus E-City does not include a spacious environment because the system is based on GSM, need GPS technology to get the position of the bus directly and in real time as well as the necessary sensor motion to get the calculation speed of the bus so that the information estimated time the bus reached the stop destination more accurately [5] .
Muthumurugesan et al. proposed a smart way to track the location in the android operating system. The Application is integrated with the GPS Network Provider, Google Maps and some of the information is provide through the database. The working of this application is a Location Based Service (LBS) will find the location of the user using GPS and provide a list of destinations to the user, the user select a destination and the system automatically calculates the distance from the user's location to the destination, by default list will be sorted by distance. Destinations list can also be sorted by rating, alphabet, and distance. Smart Location Tracker Application using the geographical position of a mobile device. This application can use multiple technologies such as GPS, WiFi and telephone networks. GPS is used to get the current location of the user. The design of the Smart Location Tracker Application can be seen in Figure 2 [6] . 
Figure 2. Design of Smart Location Tracker
Smart Location Tracker Application is designed very well, but there are still some deficiencies that must be corrected in the future, namely improvements in user interface design because it is still difficult to understand by the user. This application can not run on other platforms, it can only run on the Android platform. Development of applications for different mobile platforms will be costly and time intensive. The programming language used by each platform is different and should be studied one by one. While developing iPhone applications, developers must understand the Objective-C or when developing Android applications, developers must understand the Java Programming Language. Hrivas and Pardeshi proposed an implementation of the cross-platform mobile application using PhoneGap framework. Mobile application development has various types such as Native Application, Web Application, and Hybrid Application [7] . A native application is one that was designed to be installed on a specific OS (iOS, Android, Symbian, etc) and it is also depending on the device's firmware. In order to have an application running on different devices of models small or big changes will be needed. Table 1 shows major mobile application development along with the native packaging format [8] . This can be developing using C, C++, and Java etc. But, these applications will only support their respective operating systems and will not provide Cross-Platform support. Web-based application are developed using web technologies such as HTML, JavaScript and should be interpreted by the web browser of the different operating systems. Tabel 2 gives the comparison between pure mobile web apps and pure mobile websites [9]. The hybrid approach combines native development with web technology. Using this approach, developers write significant portions of their application in cross-platform web technologies, while maintaining direct access to native APIs when required. The native portion of the application uses the operating system APIs to create an embedded HTML rendering engine that serves as a bridge between the browser and the device APIs. This bridge enables the hybrid app to take full advantage of all the features that modern devices have to offer. Table 3 shows the differences between Native Application, Hybrid Application and Web Application. [10] . The PhoneGap uses the methodology write-once, where the idea is to write the code only once and by importing, exporting it as a native application. Currently supports all major platforms such as iOS, Android, Blackberry 10, Windows Mobile, Windows Phone (7 and 8), Firefox OS, Ubuntu, and Tizen. Through its library and the native code generated, PhoneGap allows API calls for smartphone hardware [10] .
Figure 3. PhoneGap Build
PhoneGap framework is offering the closest true cross-mobile building through the use of standard web-based technologies to bridge web application with mobile devices. To code an application with PhoneGap the standard web languages may be used; this includes HTML (full support to version 5), CSS, and JavaScript. In addition, network protocols such as XMLHttpRequests or WebSockets can also be used to enhance the project with enterprise level processes access on remote servers [13] . Based on the analysis of the research that has been discussed by looking at the advantages and disadvantages of each study, the development of Real Time Trans Bus Tracking System will adopt the positive value that has been applied in previous studies and learn from some of its shortcomings. Real Time Trans Bus Tracking System built using some of the technology include GPS technology to track the position of the bus, the Google Maps API to display the results of tracking and process the spatial data, PhoneGap to develop mobile applications based cross platform and some other technologies that are required in the development of future systems. This system brings the concept of MVC (Model View Controller) to simplicity the development of the system. These features and services in the system are also adapted to the needs of users in order that information delivered accurate and correct.
Architecture and Modeling
The main part of Real Time Trans Bus Tracking and Passenger Information System are member application (passenger), operator application (bus), and central data processing server. The architecture is shown in Figure 5 . These part are briefly described in the subsequent sections. 
Operator Application
Operator Application intended for an official in the bus. This application is based hybrid application (can be run on multiple platforms). The main function of the Operator Application is as follows.
-Transmitting the bus position via GPS from the operator's smartphone.
-Determine the route of the bus and the destination bus stop -To download name, coordinates of stops, and point of interest from the server. -To compute current location and direction.
-To transmit the computed information to the central server using web service.
-To post the information of traffic movement of the bus.
-To clear the data of check in members on bus stops.
Operator Application operates as follows -the latitude, longitude of the buses is transmitted periodically to a central server based on GPS from Operator's Application and using web service for submitting it to the server. The Operator's Application initially downloads the names, coordinates of stops, and POIs on the current route from the server. The Real-time bus monitoring and computation calculate arrival time of the bus using Direction Service provided by Google Maps API. The Flow of Operator Application on Real Time Trans Bus Tracking System shown in Figure 7 . 
Server
The server is the center of Real Time Trans Bus Tracking and Passenger Information System. The Administrator is a person who manages the application server. The Flow of Application Server on Real Time Trans Bus Tracking System shown in Figure 8 .
Figure 8. The Flow of Server Application
The function of the server is listed below.
-To manage master data such as buses data, bus stops data, routes data, members data and operators data. The server maintains a database of information pertaining to the members, operators, buses, routes, and bus stops in the form tables. The server database can be organized in many ways, to reduce memory requirement, improve access speed, or reduce the number of queries. To improve the query speed, the tables related to buses are partitioned into static and dynamic ones. The Bus table stores static data while the bus position and log tables store dynamic data.
Implementation

Implementation of The Real Time Trans Bus Tracking and Passenger Information
System are divided into two parts namely, the implementation of the algorithms used and the implementation of application.
Algorithm
Algorithm that implemented on Real Time Trans Bus Tracking and Passenger Information System are as follows.
Route Creation:
A novel method has been developed to automate the process of creating new routes and populating the database, with little human intervention. To create a route, a bidirectional graph has been used. This graph will be used for calculating the estimated time of arrival. The bus stops will be represented as nodes and the route will be in the form of a chain of the link as shown in Figure 9 . A particular route will be identified by its unique id [11] .
Figure 9. Route Creation
Estimate Time of Arrival Prediction using Direction Service Google Maps API:
The Google Direction API is a service that calculates direction between locations using an HTTP request. Direction can be searched for several modes of transportation, including transit, driving, walking or cycling. Direction Service needs a parameter for direction request as shown in Table 4 . Output from Direction Service may be JSON or XML [12, 14] . The address or textual latitude/longitude value up to which we wish to calculate directions. If the address is passed as a string, the Direction Service will geocode the string and convert it to a latitude/longitude coordinate to calculate directions. If coordinates are passed, it must be ensured that no space exists between the latitude and longitude values. Sensor (required)
Indicates whether or not the directions request comes from a device with a location sensor. The value of this argument must be either true or false.
Mode (optional)
Specifies the mode of transport to use when calculating directions. Language (optional) The language in which to return results. Key (required) Application's API key. The key determines your application's identity. Units (optional)
Specifies the unit system to use when displaying results
The direction response is returned in the format indicated by the output flag within the URL request's path [12, 14] . Table 5 shows the direction response elements. 
Application
Application on Real Time Trans Bus Tracking and Passenger Information System are divided into Administrator Application, Operator Application, and Member Application.
Master Data Management
Administrator have full permissions in master data management (create, read, update, and delete), including the buses data, bus stops data, routes data, members data, and operators data. Figure 10 shows the master data management on Administrator Application.
Figure 10. Master Data Management
Monitoring
Administrators can monitor members check in on bus stops and monitoring the operation of buses. Monitoring of check in member gives output in the form of statistical data to the Administrator, the statistical data number of members who check in at the bus stop by year, month and time. Figure 11 shows the statistical data of check in members. Buses Monitoring provide the output of bus position data and the information of bus movement, distance, speed and estimated the time required to reach the bus stop destinations. Figure 12 shows the buses monitoring on Administrator Application. Figure 13 shown the features provided for the operators is Set Route, Post Information, Show Check in Members, and Clear Check in Members.
Set Route
The operator must determine the destination to be traversed by selecting the route and stop destination as shown in Figure 13 (a) . The system will automatically detect the location of buses in real time after the operator determines the route of interest.
Post Info
The operator can post information about the status of bus movement (traffic smoothly, jam or an incident occurs which will cause a delay in the bus until the bus stop) as shown in Figure 13 (c).
Show and Clear Check in Members
Features of Show and Clear Check in Members allows an operator to see the sheer number of members who check in at the bus stop. The operator also has the authority to remove the data for the check-in if the data does not match as shown in Figure 13 (b) .
Member Application:
Application for the Members was designed on the mobile-based application and developed using PhoneGap Framework. This application can be run on multiple platforms (cross-platform). This application can help passenger to make efficient use of time and application can give information to the passenger about estimated time arrival of the bus. Figure 14 shown the features provided for the members is Check in Bus Stop, Show Buses, and Track Bus.
Check in Bus Stop
Members can check in at a bus stop. Members can check in with three (3) method of determining the stop manually, specify the nearest stops based on the distance, and determine stop by scanning the QR code at a bus stop as shown in Figure 14 (a).
Show Buses
Members can use Show Bus Feature after check in at the bus stop. This feature provides buses information that headed to the bus stop as shown in Figure 14 (b).
Track Bus
Members can monitor the position of a bus by selecting one of the buses that were heading for the bus stop. Members can also view information bus movement, route, distance, speed and estimated time that required the bus to the bus stop. Figure 14 
Conclusions
This paper discussed development Real Time Trans Bus Tracking and Passenger Information System. This system designed to display the real-time location(s) of the buses at SARBAGITA's area in Bali. The public transport name in SARBAGITA's area is Bus Trans Sarbagita. This system for track Bus Trans Sarbagita and give information to the passenger about estimated time of bus until at the stop destination. Estimated time is periodically updated each bus sends coordinate data (latitude, longitude) via GPS. For calculated an estimate time is using Direction Service from Google Maps API. Direction Service needs a parameter for direction request such as origin, destination etc. The output from Direction Service may be JSON or XML.
Real Time Trans Bus Tracking and Passenger Information System can run on various platforms (cross-platform). Application on Real Time Trans Bus Tracking and Passenger Information System are divided into Administrator Application, Operator Application, and Member Application. Application for an administrator was designed on a web-based application. The resulting features for the administrator are Master Data Management (buses, bus stops, routes, members, and operators) and Monitoring (check in members monitoring and buses monitoring). Application for the Operators and Members was designed on the mobile-based application and developed using PhoneGap Framework. The resulting features for the operators are Set Route, Post Information, Show Check in Members, and Clear Check in Members. Operator Application operates as follows -the latitude, longitude of the buses is transmitted periodically to a central server based on GPS from Operator's Application and using web service for submitting it to the server. The resulting features for the members are Check in Bus Stop, Show Buses, and Track Bus. This application can help passenger (member) to make efficient use of time and the application can give information to the passenger about estimated time arrival of the bus.
